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ROLE REMODELING
IN THE MORMON FAMILY

IN THE 1970s, dramatic change,’; in family
patterns led some social observers to predict
the demise of the family as a major social
institution. It appears, however, that declining
family size, delayed marriage, rising cohabi-
tation, and higher divorce do not sound taps for
families; but these trends do mark important
changes in how people live out their family
careers. Although Mormons have a unique the-
ology of the family and exhibit distinctive fam-
ily behavior, patterns of Mormon family life
have also changed dramatically and will, I pre-
dict, continue to change.

First, more women are leaving the home for
gainfui employment. Mormon women work at
about the same rate as women nationally (over
half are in the labor force). Compared with
married women nationally, married Mormons
are more likely to stay home with pre-school
children or to work part-time when children
are at home. If there are no pre-school children
at home or if Mormon women are single, how-
ever, they are more likely to work than women
nationally. Those who work get the same types
of jobs as non-LDS women. Employed women
make a substantial contribution to the house-
hold economy, often bringing the family out of
poverty. I suspect much of the money they earn
goes to children for things like education, mis-
sions, and activities which help then acquire
the ideal attributes espoused by their religion.
In other words, employment becomes a means
of enhancing family life, not weakening it.

Female economic production is nothing
new. In most societies women have made a
substantial contribution to production of food,
clothing, and craft goods. When the Industrial
Revolution separated economic production
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from the home, women’s work became an issue.
It was not until then that female employment
left no one at home to care for children. The
religious issue here is child care, not female
employment. The Bible and Book of Mormon
have little to say about women’s economic
production, even though women were
undoubtedly working in those societies. The
Church should be very concerned about the
quality of care children are receiving, but I fear
that making a religious issue of women’s eco-
nomic contributions is not soundly based in
LDS theology and will detract from the well--
being of many LDS families.

Second, Mormon family size will continue to
decline, but will remain well above the national
average, at least in the near future. I am amazed
by the wide variation in fertility among groups
which could all be classified as pronatalist.
Hutterites probably have the record, averaging
over 12 children. Late-nineteenth century Mor-
mons were somewhat lower with about 11
children. Current general authorities average 6
children, and temple married couples are prob-
ably now averaging around ~- children. If maxi-
mizing biological reproduction were the major
goal, we would not send 19 year-old men on
missions, and we would encourage women to
marry before their fourteenth birthday. By not
doing so, we are implicitly admitting that social
conditions must be considered in planning our
family careers. Hence, we can place a high
value on raising children without being too
specific about how many children are needed
to qualify as a respectable family.

Third, Morrnon household composition has
become and will remain very diverse. Only one
in five households fit the cultural ideal of
husband and wife married in the temple with
children at home. Only half of the women can
expect to marry and remain married to the
same person until age 60. Divorce, single status,
and living alone are real prospects for a sub-

stantial share of the population. Apparently we
have not learned how to deal with this diver-
sity. Interfaith ~narriages do not fare well in the
LDS church, and the institutional participation
of singles is not as high as their personal[
devotk)n. Marned people are often insensitive
to the needs and feelings of singles. There is a
real need for Church programs and individual
sensitivity which provide fellowship and sup--
port for people in very diverse family situa--
tions. Otherwise, a very narrow definition of
acceptable Yam ily structure will make strangers
and foreigners of a large fraction of the Saints.

Fourth, I anticipate that increasing pressure
will be placed on men to take on more home-
making responsibilities. This should have a
positive influence on family life. One of the
best predictors of Mormon women’s marital
satisfaction is the husband’s sharing of child
care. In fact, shared childrearing has a greater
impact on marital satisfaction than various
aspects of religious involvement. It is heart-
ening to note that temple marriage indirectly
promotes shared childrearing, but other
aspects of rehgious involvement have less
direct benefit in encouraging men to do more
parenting. Once again, it seems that we are not
doing enough as a religion to encourage behav-
ior that will improve the quality of family life.
Men should not be content to define their role
as the three P’s of Patriarchy-preside, provide,
and procreate.

Fifth, I see increasing inconsistency between
the improving status of women in society, and
the subordinate roles sometimes ascribed to
Mormon women in their family and church.
There is a large number of Mormon women
who are highly educated, very capable, and
deeply committed to their religion. The Church
could not survive in its present form without
the time and talent devoted by these faithful
women. Yet many feel a growing sense of dis-
satisfaction with "second class" status. Some
have formed organizations and activities to
provide fellowship and social support they can-
not find in the established programs of the
Church. I fear that status inconsistency will be
personally stressful for those who feel it and for
their families, and that the benefit of the
Church in their lives will decline as a result.

In sum, the Mormon family is undergoing
significant change. Traditional gender roles and
Church programs need to be carefully exam-
ined in light of these changes. In the past, we,
as a church, have been responsive to such
social change while maintaining our unique
family theology and commitment. I hope we
will be able ta do so in the future.
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